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This

humanitarian

entrepreneur
changes lives
with your
goodwill

Pierre Legault

offerings

MONTREAL’S LEADING BUYER
OF RARE COINS SINCE 1928

WE WILL GIVE YOU TOP DOLLAR FOR
ALL YOUR OLD COINS & PAPER MONEY
Canada, USA, World, Ancient and Medieval coins
Silver, Gold and Platinum wanted in coins, bars or jewellery

1117 Ste. Catherine W, Suite 700, Montreal

514-289-9761

carsleys.com
rsley
ys.c
com

Hurry!

Exclusive
limited time offer

UN JOUR,
UN JOUR
expo67

50 ans

Until August 24 2017

Nanette
at the Cabaret du
Casino de Montréal
Enjoy a musical celebration of Expo 67’s
50th anniversary with Nanette Workman,
dancers, musicians and singers.
The show Un jour, un jour is a potpourri of 50 iconic songs
from 1967, including Petit homme by Nanette Workman,
Light My Fire by the Doors, Respect by Aretha Franklin,
All You Need Is Love by the Beatles, Donne-moi ta bouche
by Pierre Lalonde, Comme d’habitude by Claude François,
La dernière valse by Mireille Mathieu and much more!

BUFFET
and SHOW

$30
only

*

Reservations for groups of 12 persons or more
at 514-499-5124 or 1-844-400-3938

*The $30 Un jour, un jour lunch buffet and show promotion will be valid until August 24, 2017. Taxes, service and
transaction fees are included. The offer is only valid for lunch at Pavillon 67. Programming and dates may change
without notice. This offer applies to groups of 12 persons or more. For group reservations of 11 people or fewer,
contact Admission Network at 514-790-1245 or 1-855-790-1245.

2 Ann_10x14_Cabaret_UnJourUnJour_AN.indd
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Renaissance man provides jobs, training, and treasures for us
A lot of us complain about the way
things are in Quebec – poverty, unemployment, underemployment,
and over-dependency on the state,
or l’état providence.
Then there are those who take the
next step and set out to make a real
difference in people’s lives, and one
such person is Pierre Legault.
“Pierre who?” you might rightly ask.
He is hardly a household name but
the 63-year-old has made life better
for thousands of Quebecers.
I first heard about him indirectly,
because for the past few years I have
been an almost daily visitor to the
Renaissance used bookstore and donation centre located next to where we
lived, on Decarie Blvd.
For me, this was close to providential – just about every interesting title,
fiction and non-fiction, English and
French, travel and cookbooks, was for
sale there for $3.50. And CDs too, at $2
to $6, toys, paintings, and knicknacks.
The staff was so polite, so helpful, so
efficient, the store open seven days a
week, that I figured this could not be a
government outfit.
I learned that the staff is composed
of people ready and willing to be

Photo: Irwin Block

Irwin Block

Pierre Legault heard the call to improve the lives of others.

trained and to work for six months,
at the minimum wage, now $11.25 an
hour. Since he started Renaissance in
June 1994, the non-profit organization has found jobs for 3,605 people.
After their six months were over, four
workers in five in 2016-17 found em-

Vieillir autrement
Transforming the Ageing Experience

ployment or returned to school. In
that time 11,311 tons of clothing and
household goods that might have been
dumped in landfill sites were recycled.
And as we know, one person’s junk is
another person’s treasure.
Talking to one of the staff, I learned

that the founder was Pierre Legault
and that this was not the first of his
exploits to make the world a better
place. He was instrumental in setting
up Moisson Montréal, the city’s
central food bank, which distributes
$81.5 million worth of food annually to 254 community organizations,
which then redistribute it.
I tracked him down for an interview
in the offices of the former warehouse
on Saint-Laurent Blvd, just north of
Jean-Talon, where, as general manager, he runs Renaissance.
I learned that the 63-year-old father of six, and grandfather to eight,
comes from a middle-class family.
His father Robert Legault ran a fleet
of trucks as distribution manager for
La Presse. His mother, Jeanine, was a
cosmetics manager at a Jean Coutu in
Laval. He grew up in the St. Vincent
de Paul district of Laval, with three
sisters, earning a B.A. from Université de Montréal in psycho-education.
Once Renaissance began to grow and
prosper, he returned to school for an
MBA at McGill.
It was while working with emotionally disturbed children from 1981-84
that he was moved to do something
about hunger.
Continued on page 4

Philippe

Halsman

DO YOU QUALIFY FOR

FREE

TRANSPORTATION / ACCOMPANIMENT
TO MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS?
• Are you unable to use public transit due to health problems
• Do not qualify for adapted transport
• Over 50 years of age
• Live in NDG, Montreal West or Bailey sector of C.S.L.
• Have a low annual income (below $27,000 for individual
and $32,000 for couple)

For more information, please contact

Anne 514-487-1311
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An exhibition produced by the Musée de
l’Elysée, Lausanne, in collaboration with the
Philippe Halsman Archive, New York. Curators:
Anne Lacoste and Sam Stourdzé
Philippe Halsman, Marilyn Monroe, 1959. Musée de l’Elysée, Lausanne.
Photo : © 2017 Archives Philippe Halsman / Magnum Photos
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Pierre Legault got his start by creating Harvest Montreal
Continued from page 3
“There was a little girl who returned
to the facility after a weekend with her
parents, who was very upset and crying. She told me, her mum had sold
her bed because there was no money
left for food. It broke my heart.
“I said to myself, it doesn’t make
sense that in Montreal there are these
kids who are going hungry, and yet
there is all this wasted food.”
He started Moisson Montréal, or
Harvest Montreal, with three parishioners of a north-end Catholic
church in 1983, first as a volunteer.
In 1984 he became involved fulltime. At first he was working with no
revenue at all and three kids to feed,
but his wife, Margaret Anne (Peggy)
Brooks, said she wasn’t worried,
saying, “If it doesn’t work out, you’ll
find something else.”
“A friend of mine in the U.S. inherited some money, and sent me $5,000
– quite a bit of money then, which
helped us tide things over.”
Things started to change dramatically, thanks to a TV program on CTV’s
W5, about City Harvest in New York
City, which was collecting food from
restaurants and institutional kitchens.
“We went down to New York, and
realized there was a lot more food,
in warehouses of Kraft, or General
Foods in LaSalle, and we could pick
up larger volumes.
“We decided to get a truck, a warehouse, and then started moving much
bigger quantities, adding food from
the central market, truckloads of potatoes, fruits, and vegetables.
“This is produce that had to be used
right away, so they would give it to us
and we would pass it on right away to
the agencies, rather than them having

to pay to have it dumped!”
“It was a win-win and then W5
came to interview me!”
That publicity got the ball rolling,
with a flood of phone calls from Rotary Clubs, Centraide, the McConnell
Foundation, and the Bronfman Foundation offering matching grants. It is
now a pillar of Centraide’s efforts to
feed low income families.
As far as his motivation, Legault
says he and his wife, a psychology
graduate from McGill, are both
idealists who want to contribute to
making the world a better place.
“I stopped going to church when I
was 12 or 13, but in Europe I ended up
meeting (Canadian Catholic philosopher) Jean Vanier in France. I stayed
at the L’Arche community he founded
(for people with developmental
disabilities) and rediscovered my
spiritual values.”
When he realized he was “a bit of a
social entrepreneur,” he and his wife
decided they would do what they can.
He was struck by the fact that there
were thousands of people using soup
kitchens who were not working, some
of whom were very effective as food
bank volunteers.
“I realized many had low selfesteem, were very anxious, and they
needed a way to regain their selfconfidence.”
In 1988, the Catholic organization
known as Emaus was closing and
their property was up for sale. Legault
had heard about Goodwill Industries
in the U.S. and decided to copy its
format of running thrift stores while
providing job training and employment
placement services as a non-profit
organization.
He visited a Goodwill in Toronto in

Valeurs sells for its share-holder’s profit.
“It is certainly not very ethical to be
highjacking donations from people in
Montreal who want to do good with
their donations,” he remarked.
Groups that sell donated goods to
Village des Valeurs in Quebec include
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Canada and
the Fondation de recherche pour le
diabète juvénile, he said.
Renaissance has a full and part-time
staff of 508, and 120 in-training positions, plus about 100 volunteers.
It is now starting to buy surplus
goods, especially clothing, from various not-for-profit agencies.
In the works is “a little project of a
farm because not everyone functions
well in a retail environment. Some people need to be in contact with nature.”
The organization is shopping
around for a property to grow organic
vegetables and try to finance itself
over the next four or five years.
“It would be nice to have that.”

Somewhat full disclosure

Legault is reluctant to discuss precise details of Renaissance finances
because he says it might compromise
its competitive position with regard
to privately owned Value Village, but
he referred me to the Revenue Canada
report for Industries Goodwill Renaissance Montreal Inc. – the registered
name – which shows total revenue last
year of $25.27 million. His gross income as general manager was between
$120,000 and $159,999.
Apart from their salary, staff hired
on the six-month “insertion” program
gain work experience, they receive
personalized training and support,
and guidance tailored to their needs
in searching for a job.
irblock@hotmail.com

In a time when many families are suffering from financial hardship, losing a loved
one can be even more devastating. It is during these uncertain times that you should
seek the best value on funeral services. You want straight answers, not surprises.

When You Lose
a Loved One,

Seek The
Best Value

Your Dignity Memorial® provider promises to show you the cost for everything
you will receive – a practice not matched by some funeral homes. With the Dignity
Memorial network, you will appreciate our integrity and the real value of the
services you receive.

RÉSIDENCE FUNÉRAIRE

COLLINS CLARKE

When you see and experience all that’s offered by your Dignity Memorial
provider, you will discover they provide an incomparable value – making for an
easy choice at a very difficult time.

MACGILLIVRAY WHITE

Funeral Home
Reception room • Parking • Chapel

Away From Home Protection ® |
24- Hour Compassion Helpline ® | National Transferability
Bereavement Travel | Personal Planning Services |
Grief Support | Veterans Benefits
Collins Clarke Pointe Claire
Manager Peter Govers
222 Highway 20
514-483-1870

1988, and in 1989-90 he got the J.A.
De Sève Foundation interested, which
offered $1 million and a warehouse,
but agreed to hold off on setting up
Renaissance for four years. He worked
as an administrator at Vanier’s
L’Arche, and in 1993 returned to the
idea of starting Renaissance.
The concept here is also inspired
by Enterprise d’Insertion in France,
which interested the Quebec government at the time because of its newly
acquired responsibility for manpower
and employability training. Emploi
Québec now contributes 15 per cent
of Renaissance’s budget.
The first store was opened in the
former warehouse on Saint-Laurent,
which Renaissance now owns.
“We had a rough time for years,
barely making it,” but the organization as of today is a huge success, offering lower prices than Value Village,
which is a U.S. owned for-profit chain.
And there is no sales-tax component
at Renaissance.
“On July 20, we are opening our 12th
store, in les Galeries Normandie mall
on de Salaberry in Cartierville-Ahuntsic, a huge store with 17,000 square
feet, similar to the one we opened
last year on Henri-Bourassa”, he said,
with pride.
Renaissance has 42 locations, including a liquidation centre, and eight
bookstores. The remainder are donation centres.
Legault says he was not surprised by
the success of the concept but has to
face stiff competiton from Village des
Valeurs and the agencies that collect
items for it.
Their business model is to use nonprofits, collect goods from them, which
are paid a low price, and Village des

Collins Clarke Sherbrooke St.
Manager Martin Allaire
5610 Sherbrooke Street West
N.D.G. 514-483-1870
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The Dignity Memorial network: North America’s leading funeral homes and
cemeteries, united to bring you the services you need when it matters most.
Collins Clarke St-Lambert
Manager Martin Allaire
307 Riverside Drive
514-483-1870
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Laurent Thériault, Verdun
Manager Daniel Thériault
510 de l’Église St., Verdun
514-769-3867

Centre funéraire Côte-des-Neiges
Manager Danny Gallant
4525, Côte-des-Neiges Rd
514-342-8000

Alzheimer Groupe offers needed advice and respite for caregivers
Irwin Block
Caring for a loved one who is living
with the debilitating effects of
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s can lead
to burnout, a danger for both the
caregiver and the care receiver. Identifying the symptoms is the first step
in doing something about it.
This is the essence of the message
delivered by Apostolia Petropoulos,
a social worker who coordinates the
Caregiver Navigator Project for the
west-end health services network, the
CIUSSS Centre-Ouest-de-l’Île-deMontréal. She spoke to an attentive
audience of caregivers at the Westminster offices of Alzheimer Groupe
Inc. (AGI). The group offers activities
for those with Alzheimer’s as well as
respite to assist caregivers.
Petropoulos pointed to various
sources available on the Internet that
offer advice to caregivers including
homewatchcaregivers.com, where
stress on the person offering care is
singled out as a trigger for burnout.
“Ask for help – take time to take
care of yourself so you don’t become
a patient as well,” Petropoulos said.
Warning signs may be expressed
physically with sleep problems, tension headaches, weight gain or loss;
emotionally with expressions of anger
or mood swings; and behaviourally
with alcohol and/or drug abuse, or
withdrawing from relationships.
The Alzheimer’s Association (alz.
org) has a checklist that indicates, if
you answer yes to any point, whether
you are in danger of burnout:
• Feel like you have to do it all yourself

CURRENCY
EXCHANGE
ALTO

and that you should be doing more.
• Withdraw from family, friends, and
activities that you used to enjoy.
• Worry about the safety of the
person you care for.
• Feel anxious about money and
healthcare decisions.
• Deny the impact of the disease and
its effects on your family.
• Feel grief or sadness that your
relationship with the person isn’t
what it used to be.
• Get frustrated, angry, when the
demented person repeats things,
doesn’t seem to listen.
• Have health issues that are taking a
toll on you.
Many online sources for caregivers
outline the danger signs. One of them,
posted by the American Association
of Retired Persons (aarp.org) emphasizes that when taking care of others,
it’s critical not to neglect your own
mental and physical health.
Among its suggestions:
1. Put your physical needs first, eat
nutritious meals, get enough sleep, and
nap during the day if you have trouble
sleeping at night, get regular medical
checkups, and find time to exercise.
2. Avoid isolation, connect with
friends and relatives.
3. Ask friends and relatives to pitch in.
4. Use community service to share in
some caregiving duties.
5. Take a break by planning respite
care with friends, relatives, or volunteers, and use adult day centers.
6. Share feelings of frustration with
friends and family.
7. Find time to relax and enjoy reading,
walking, and music to recharge batteries.
8. Prioritize responsibilities, and

No fees or commissions
Best rates
Reservation for currencies available
Delivery available
Rebates for 65 years and over

5774 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal

remember you can’t do it all.
9. Don’t feel guilty about what you
can’t do. Focus on what you are doing
for a loved one.
Caregiving is one of the most isolating experiences and that’s why
support groups are important, Petropoulos said. They can offer tips,
resources, and the possibility of
calling in volunteers to lend a hand.
“There are people who are eager to
volunteer and offer help,” she said.
Of course, as one participant
pointed out, it’s not always easy to get
a loved one to accept a replacement.
She said her husband refuses to allow
anyone else but her to look after him.
Petropoulos invited Montrealers to
get in touch with her at the Caregiver
Navigator Project for volunteers that
she coordinates, in cooperation with
the CLSC Benny Farm and CLSC
René Cassin. It is funded in part by
the federal government’s New Horizons for Seniors program.
It is a volunteer peer-membership
program that offers support for 55
plus whose caregiving duties have
increased their feelings of isolation.
Volunteers are trained.
Volunteer or get help from one:
514-484-7878, #1602, or apostolia.
petropoulos.cvd@ssss.gouv.qc.ca
Caregivers often will need education and counselling as the needs of

the person receiving care grow as do
the stresses and strains of providing it.
That is where the Alzheimer Groupe
(AGI) can help with its varied support
services and programs. Among these
are its respite programs for caregivers, offering much needed breaks as
its trained professionals offer a range
of activity programs for people with
dementia.
Their therapeutic programs are
tailored to the individual, and aim at
enhancing abilities while compensating for challenges.
In-home respite, called Respite on
Wheels, is also offered for those who
cannot attend group programming.
These visits of 3-4 hours offer personalized and meaningful activities, and
can include bathing.
Men in the Kitchen is a program for
male caregivers who can no longer
depend on wives to do the cooking.
Among new programs is one linking generations through song, for
caregivers, the diagnosed individual,
and grandchildren, meeting twice a
month on Sundays.
They also have a new pilot mentorship program linking caregivers with a
mentor, and continuing support groups
to help caregivers better understand and
cope with the challenges they face.
Info: 514-485-7233, or
info@agiteam.org

Cruising with Hank Williams
& Patsy Cline
August 24, 2017
1000 Islands Tour
3 hour lunch-cruise
Entertainment on board $99
Daniel O’Donnell Back Home
Again Tour September 21
Théâtre St. Denis $129

Western Caribbean Cruise
January 23 to February 7, 2018
10 days on board the Norwegian Dawn
Return with Air Canada
All meals on board
Inside Cabin: $1980
Outside Cabin: $2185
Balcony Cabin: $2645

Fall Foliage Lunch Cruise,
Brewery Tour October 7
1000 Islands Tour
Beer tasting at Gannanoque
Brewing Company $99

514-486-8282

WHY PAY MORE?

Dino Recine,
Director of Sales
and Marketing

Isabelle Petit,
Director of
Operations

MAKE YOUR PREARRANGEMENTS TODAY.

$687
plus taxes, no hidden fees

FREE CONSULTATION
24 / 7 | TOLL FREE 1-866-353-8387

SIMPLE CREMATION

Transportation of the deceased within 50 km, transport urn, cremation,
death certificates, government formalities, remittance of ashes to
the family.

PLAN WITH US IN FULL CONFIDENCE*

Your money is protected and deposited in a trust account. We offer
services that reflect your perception, your wishes and your budget.
*You can ask to meet one of our counselors at your home, without
any obligation.
Ask us about all the different funeral options that we offer.

514-367-8387
Visit our website serviceactuel.com
theseniortimes.com
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Editorial

Bell Media blunders in scrapping local CTV sports team
Conventional media – your daily
newspaper and local TV News
– have been under tremendous
pressure because of declining
advertising revenue, the result
of a multiplicity of choice from
competing media, including of
course, the Internet.
The Montreal Gazette, though still
with some highly motivated and
highly productive journalists and
photographers, is a shadow of its former self. But one thing its owners and
managers have not done is reduce
coverage of sports, specifically hockey.
Given the reality of this being a
hockey-mad town, we were shocked
when last month Bell Media, owners
of CTV and its highly successful TV
station here, scrapped its local sports
department by laying off its excellent
journalists: The veteran Randy Tieman, the clever Brian Wilde, and
rookie Sean Coleman.
Even those who are not hard-core
sports fans enjoyed the friendly and
folksy way Tieman treated major
sports stories, his humour, compassion, and judgement connected with
a loyal fan base. We remember his
attention to the local scene, his series

called Randy’s Rookies, his concern
for his community by showing up
for local fund-raisers.
Wilde, as Jack Todd has pointed
out, developed as a journalist, from
a meat-and-potatoes sportscaster
into a passionate and thoughtful
analyst. In that role Wilde was the
straight man in a delightful series of
dialogues with François Gagnon of
La Presse fame, in their own miniversion of the hot stove league. The
decision, all about the mighty dollar
as CTV moves to introduce a 5 p.m.
newscast, is wrong, wrong, wrong.
Viewers who are upset can and
should do something about it. One
thing is to demonstrate your displeasure by switching to the excellent CBC and its local coverage of
news, including sports. In Douglas
Gelevan and Andie Bennett, who
work on radio and TV, CBC has a
well-informed and balanced team of
pros. They do the job, and do it well.
Viewers can also join in the
burgeoning protest movement to
boycott CTV News. One campaign
going around social media says,
“You can’t cut local coverage and
expect local viewers to continue to

HELP NEEDED…
For a listening
experiment on

UNDERSTANDING
SPEECH IN NOISE
Seeking individuals who:
• Are between 65 and 75 years of age
• Have good hearing
• Use English as their primary language
of everyday communication
Your total participation will be approximately 3 hours.
The experiment will be conducted at the Research Center
of the Institut universitaire de gériatrie de Montréal located
at 4545 Queen-Mary Road, Montreal.
Interested? Want more information?
Communicate with Leslie at: 514-340-3540 ext. 4081
or email: labo_audition@hotmail.com

Annonce publicitaire approuvée le 22 juillet 2016 par le Comité d’éthique de la recherche vieillissementneuroimagerie dans le cadre du projet CER VN 16-17-15.
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watch! Voice your anger … email
the decision makers. They are listed
as Don.Mumford@Bellmedia.ca,
Bell Media Regional vice-president,
and Steve.Young@Bellmedia.ca, Bell
Media local news director.

There are those who say boycotts
don’t work, that they will only end
up hurting ratings and endangering
remaining jobs. Yes, boycotts hurt
and there are risks. But it is a way of
making your voice heard.

Mixed prayer ban at Wall deepens divide
As an excellent backgrounder in
the Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz
explains, there was a time when
men and women could pray together in front of the Western
Wall, considered to be the second
holiest site in Judaism, the first
being the Temple Mount itself.
Also known as the Wall of Lamentations, it was never part of the
Temple Mount, but believed to
be a remnant of the retaining wall
that supported the esplanade built
by King Herod in the first century
B.C., holding up his reconstruction
of the Second Temple. Since east
Jerusalem was among territories
captured by Israeli forces in the June
1967 war, it has become the world’s
foremost destination for Jewish
pilgrimage and prayer.
The conflict arose because members of Conservative, Reform, and
Reconstructionist congregations,
mainly in the U.S. and Canada,
campaigned successfully for egalitarianprayer space, where women
and men share equally in the
spiritual experience as they do in
temples and synagogues at home.
At the end of January last year,
the Israeli government approved a
plan for such a space in the Robinson’s Arch area and Women of the
Wall and non-Orthodox adherents
celebrated. Given the unfortunate
reality of Israeli politics, the Netanyahu government is dependent

on the support of Ultra-Orthodox
parties to maintain power: They
threatened, he caved, and dismissed
the compromise plan for the egalitarian prayer space.
The stranglehold of the Orthodox
and Ultra-Orthodox Jewish communities over Israeli government
decisions, because they often hold
the balance of power, is one of the
most negative consequences of the
country’s proportional representation political system. This enables
Orthodox control over marriage
and divorce.
Now the outmoded practice of
enforcing gender separation at a
revered and popular religious site is
being restored. The net effect is to
resume a practice that is out of keeping with the progressive branches
of Judaism, proponents of which
also happen to be among the most
fervent advocates of restarting the
frozen peace process.
This craven political move by the
Netanyahu government can only
further alienate North American
Jews and their support for an Israel
that is a beacon among the nations.
As Israeli consul general in Toronto
Gail Baram reported to the Israeli
foreign ministry, quoted in Ha’aretz:
“We are receiving repeated warnings that these decisions will worsen
the existing trend of growing and
deepening alienation toward Israel
among the younger generation.”

ST news and views
The Senior Times is available online at theseniortimes.com where
you can also view previous issues.
If you’re planning a trip this summer or fall, consult our Times and
Places articles on Greek Islands,
India, Ecuador, Peru, Cuba, Australia, Paris, Israel, Chile, Colombia,
Nicaragua, and in the USA, Hawaii,
Colorado, LA, and other California
hotspots, etc.
Readers are welcome to comment
on our stories. We would love to
hear from you with your suggestions
and feedback.
Our Annual Resource Directory
replaces our August issue and will

be out the first week of August. We
look forward to returning with another great issue for September, just
after Labour Day which will include
Irwin Block’s visit to Berlin, Europe’s hottest city.
We wish you all a safe, happy, and
sun-burn free summer.
Be sure to load up with sunscreen
and wear a hat and sunglasses on
those hot days. Ah... if only there
were more of them.
And when you sample all those
lovely restaurant terraces, be sure to
take along a copy of our July issue.
Enjoy Just for Laughs this July!

What’s in a Word of the Year?
The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
In fact, only two of the four would be known
by many North Americans; the 2007 choice
carbon footprint and the one in 2008 credit crunch.
The other two merit explanation for denizens of
Canada and the USA.
The 2010 choice squeezed middle refers to the
situation where wage increases for the middle
class fail to keep pace with inflation. The 2011
selection big society refers to a political ideology
whereby a significant amount of responsibility
for the functioning of society is devolved to local
communities and volunteers.
What I found most interesting about the Oxford
selections was how many of the winners come
from television culture. For example the 2012
winner omnishambles was a neologism that came
out of the BBC political satire show The Thick
of It; it referred to a situation shambolic to the
extreme. The 2006 winner bovvered was a variation
of the word “bothered” as uttered by a character
in the program Catherine Tate Show.
The character Lauren was prone to ask “Am I
bovvered?” when embarrassed. Most curious,
however was the 2009 selection simples which
arose out of an advertising campaign featuring
an animated meerkat. It became a catchphrase
uttered when someone wanted to convey that
something is easy to achieve.
Oxford’s word of the year for 2016 was posttruth while the ADS opted for dumpster fire
that characterized the disastrous, chaotic public
discourse last year.
Richler’s latest book is Wordplay:
Arranged and Deranged Wit.

Need help?

Referral Helpline for Seniors
514 527-0007
www.211qc.ca/en/

FREE
BILINGUAL
7 DAYS/7

Hong An Nguyen d.d.

1216 Jean-Talon E

4301 Bélanger

514-636-6504

514-277-5628

514-254-2870

Suite 201

(Jean-Talon metro)

Compensation: $100 for the entire study.
For more information:
English language:
514-848-2424 ext. 2247 (Li Lab), karenlilab@gmail.com

Bélanger

352 Dorval Ave

What will you do?
• 3 meetings (introductions & follow-ups)
• 14 cooking sessions: 2 per week for 7 consecutive weeks
Where:
Meeting 1: Concordia (Loyola) OR Cuisines Collectives
(Plateau)
Meetings 2-14: Carrefour d’Entraide (Lachine) OR
Cuisines Collectives (Plateau)

Denture starting from $695
• Free Consultation • Denture on Implants
• Full denture • Partial denture
• Repair in 1 hour • Whitening tray
Jean-Talon

Do you respond YES to the following criteria?
• Aged between 65 and 85 years
• Don’t cook (or cook very little)
• Want to improve your cooking ability (in small groups)
• Fluent in either French or English (spoken and written)

8:00 am - 6:00 pm

Dorval
Denture Clinic
denturoexpert.com

Dorval

WOULD YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE YOUR COOKING
ABILITY? PARTICIPATE IN PROJECT GUSTO

En français:
Frédérique Poncet, 1 800 361-7063 # 644
frederique.poncet@umontreal.ca
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We are constantly bombarded by new English
words and meanings to words, so why not honour these innovations? To this end, since 1990
the American Dialect Society (ADS) has been
electing annually a “word of the year.”
Not surprisingly, the fields that have been most
dominant in providing important neologisms
have been technology and sociopolitics/economics. For example, in the former, these words
have previously been deemed “word of the year”:
Hashtag (2012), app (2010), tweet (2009), Y2K
(1999), e- (1998), WWW (1995) cyber (1994). In
addition, in 2010, google was voted as “word of
the decade.” In the latter category, winners were
occupy (2011), bailout (2008), subprime (2007),
truthiness (2007), WMD (2002). 9-11 (2001),
chad (2000) bushlips (1990).
The term truthinesss was invented by Stephen
Colbert and refers to the quality of seeming or
being felt to be true, even if not necessarily true.
You could say that Colbert envisaged the mindset
of next decade’s Trump supporters.
Some of the choices have proved to be shortlived. In fact, the very first selection in 1990,
bushlips had the shortest legs of all. It referred to
insincere political rhetoric emanating from the
mouth of George Herbert Bush. Another term
that fizzled out was the 1999 choice Y2K.
It was an abbreviation for “the year 2000.”
Many people believed that the advent of the year
2000 would create computer chaos because programmers represented the four digit year without
the first two digits making the year 2000 indistinguishable from the year 1900. Needless to say
a cyber-apocalypse never ensued leading to the
term Y2K not having any great currency in the
new millennium.
As American English is but one of the two
major flavours in which English can be savoured,
it is only fair that we see British selections for
words of the year. To this end, Oxford Dictionaries began similar selections in 2004.
In 1877, philologist Henry Sweet predicted that
within a century British English and American
English would become mutually unintelligible.
Clearly this has not occurred; however we do see
great divergence in the words Oxford has chosen
to honour. For example, the only word with a
technological bent was selfie, the 2013 selection.
The socio-political words chosen were also very
different from those picked by the ADS.
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Irwin Cotler received Quebec’s
highest honour from Premier
Philippe Couillard June 22 when he
was named an Officer of the Ordre
national du Québec. Cotler’s tireless and continuing body of work
in the defense of human rights and
equality were recognized, along
with 35 other Quebecers at a ceremony in the Salon rouge of the
National Assembly.
David Birnbaum, MNA for D’ArcyMcGee initiated the nomination of
Cotler, with Mayor Denis Coderre.
The nomination was supported by
a letter from American lawyer Alan
Dershowitz who has worked with
Cotler on a series on international
human rights cases and in fighting
anti-Semitism worldwide. Dershowitz has nominated Cotler three times
for the Nobel Peace Prize.
“Irwin’s contributions to Quebec and the rest of Canada, and to
the world, cannot be overstated,”
Birnbaum said. “His humanity, his
brilliance, and his determination
are gifts to all of us. Irwin has been
recognized for those seminally important contributions many times,
and in many places. It is so appropriate and important that Quebec,

Photo: Courtesy David Birnbaum’s office

Irwin Cotler honoured for lifetime achievements

Irwin Cotler, Premier Philippe Couillard, MNA David Birnbaum

his home and place of birth, now Court of Appeal; initiated the firstrecognize that contribution as well.” ever law on human trafficking;
crafted the Civil Marriage Act, the
He continues to work as Chairper- first-ever legislation to grant marriage
son of the Raoul Wallenberg Centre equality to gays and lesbians; issued
Canada’s first National Justice Initiafor Human Rights.
As Minister of Justice and Attor- tive Against Racism and Hate; and
ney General, Irwin Cotler initiated made the pursuit of international
the first-ever comprehensive reform justice a government priority.
A leading Parliamentarian on the
of the Supreme Court appointment
global
stage, he is Chair of the Interprocess and helped make it the most
gender-representative Supreme Parliamentary Group for Human
Court in the world; appointed the Rights in Iran; Chair of the Interfirst-ever aboriginal and visible Parliamentary Group of Justice for
minority justices to the Ontario Sergei Magnitsky; and Chair of the

Welcome to the New

Grace Village Care Pavilion

●

●

Full Nursing Care,
including Alzheimer &
Dementia Care
*NEW* Assisted Living

OPENING
JULY 2017!

◆ Private room
& bathroom

◆ Television, Telephone
& WIFI

◆ Nurse Call System

◆
For information
call 819-569-0546

◆

◆ Includes Housekeeping
& Meals

New Address:

1515 Pleasant View St.

masscom.ca

Sherbrooke, QC J1M 0C6
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All-Party Save Darfur Parliamentary
Coalition.
An international human rights lawyer, Professor Cotler has served as
Counsel to prisoners of conscience
including Andrei Sakharov & Nathan
Sharansky (former Soviet Union),
Nelson Mandela (South Africa), Jacobo Timmerman (Latin America),
Prof Saad Eddin Ibrahim (Egypt)
and he was Chair of the International
Commission of Inquiry into the Fate
and Whereabouts of Raoul Wallenberg. He is a Member of the International Legal Team of Chinese Nobel
Peace Laureate Liu Xiaobo, and more
recently became international legal
counsel to imprisoned Saudi blogger
Raif Badawi, Venezuelan political
prisoner Leopoldo López, and Shi’ite
Cleric Ayatollah Boroujerdi in Iran.
He is the recipient of eleven honorary doctorates, numerous awards
including the Order of Canada,
and has recently been awarded the
Canadian Bar Association’s President’s Award, the International
Raoul Wallenberg Foundation’s
Centennial Medal and was elected
2014 Canadian Parliamentarian of
the Year by his colleagues.
Source: irwincotler.liberal.ca

Volunteer for senior care

The CIUSSS West-Central Montreal
Health is looking for volunteers for
its long-term senior care facilities
to help with recreational activities,
friendly visiting, medical escorts,
and meal assistance. Volunteers are
also needed to assist at the CLSC de
Benny Farm reception area.
Volunteers should have interpersonal skills, speak English and
French, be able to volunteer two to

four hours a week, and attend compulsory training. A police check is
mandatory and character references
are required.
Two volunteer information meetings will be held at the CLSC de
Benny Farm, 6484 Monkland,
Thursday, July 13 at 1pm and Friday,
July 14 at 9:30 am.
For more information or to
register: 514-484-7878 x. 3146
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MAISON
SYMPHONIQUE

JULY 27

THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS AN E ASY L AUGH

JULY 26

GREAT SEATS
STILL AVAILABLE!

A WORLD CLASS COMEDY EVENT

JERRY

SH OW SE RIE S

CLUB SE RIE S

SEINFELD
& GAD

SOLO SE RIE S

ELMALEH

TWO INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTARS
PRESENT BACK-TO-BACK PERFORMANCES

A NIGHT WITH CAST & CREATORS
FEATURING

JIM CARREY
AND MORE!

JULY 24-27

JULY 29

4 SHOWS

Salle
2 SHOWS
Ludger-Duvernay
Salle
Ludger-Duvernay

PRESENTED IN ENGLISH

OUR PRESTIGIOUS

GALAS PRESENTED BY

JULY 28

JULY 26

JULY 26

SH OW SE RIE S

JULY 29

HOSTED BY...

JULY 27 & 28

JULY 30

JULY 29

2 SHOWS

JULY 27

JULY 31

SOLO SE RIE S

CLUB SE RIE S

ED BY

HOST

MAZ NI
A
JOBR
SALLE WILFRID-PELLETIER

JULY 19-29

JULY 12-27

11 SHOWS

19 SHOWS

ED BY
HOST

ZO
ALON
EN
D
BOD

E
STEV E
BYRN

ICA
JESSO
N
KIRS
IMIR
VLAD AÑO
CAAM

THE PS
O
DOO W

MIKE
RITA

HOSTED BY

ARI SHAFFIR

TICKETS ON
SALE NOW!
BUY WITH YOUR
PASS AND SAVE!
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FEATURING

JIMMY CARR, ROBERT KELLY, YAMANEIKA SAUNDERS,
BIG JAY OAKERSON AND GODFREY

Socially responsible investing
If you’re concerned about social
and ethical issues, why not speak
out with your investment portfolio? Through socially responsible investing, your portfolio can
reflect your values.
As an investor, you can support
businesses that are doing their part
to make the world a better place.
Socially responsible investing, also
known as ethical investing, is a good
way to invest in companies with
social, ethical, or environmental
policies you support.
For example, you can invest in
businesses that have good environmental track records, or that make
environmentally friendly products.
You can choose companies that refuse to do business with oppressive
governments, and avoid those that
do. Or you can steer clear of companies whose products pose health
threats. Everybody has their own
definition of “socially responsible”
and your take on the subject will
guide your strategy.
You should think of socially responsible investments as one part of
a portfolio that includes a balance of
different investment types. Because
the universe of socially responsible
investing is still relatively small,
focusing exclusively on these types
of investments is too limiting for
most investors. A narrowly focused
portfolio can leave you vulnerable
to the ups and downs of one investment group, while you miss out on
investment opportunities elsewhere.
One of the challenges of socially
responsible investing is that it can be
hard to find acceptable investments
on your own. Screening companies
to determine whether they meet
your criteria can be difficult and
time-consuming.
You may have to examine a corporation’s structure, its business

Financial
Fitness
Deborah
Leahy
practices, its history and where and
with whom it conducts business.
A much easier route is through
mutual funds. Canada has a growing selection of funds that seek out
socially responsible, ethical and
environmental investments. These
funds do the screening for you, by
picking investments that meet their
criteria. Plus, you’ll get the typical
benefits of mutual funds — such
as ease of investing, professional
management, and diversification
through the selection of individual
investments held by each fund.
When choosing a fund, be sure
its objectives match yours. What’s
deemed socially responsible can vary
from fund to fund. For example,
some funds might focus on companies with an innovative environmental approach. Others may avoid
companies connected to industries
such as tobacco or gambling. And,
as you would with any mutual fund
investment, pay attention to the
fund’s performance record, its management style, level of risk and other
factors that will determine whether
a fund has a place in your portfolio.
It’s a good idea to meet with an
investment professional before
making socially responsible investments. Your advisor can help you
determine which investments fit
with your objectives.
Deborah Leahy is an Investment
Advisor with Edward Jones
deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com
Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund.

Large Selection of Incontinence Products

Ask for a

Free Sample

Mon Petit
Monde Inc.

MK DENTURE CLINIC

Now offering dental surgery (complex extraction, dental implants, etc.)
Dr. Farid Amer-Ouali

Dr. Tarek Kandaleft

Oral and maxillo-facial surgeon

Dental surgeon

Sedation available for painless surgery
• DENTURE REPAIRS IN 1 HOUR
• DENTAL LABORATORY ON SITE
• SERVICE AT HOME OR AT RESIDENCES FOR PEOPLE
WITH RESTRICTED MOBILITY

514-484-7078

MONDAY - FRIDAY : 10:00 - 5:00

www.mkdenture.com

5890 Monkland suite 205, Montreal

Next to Jean-Coutu
Pharmacy

Lease returns, accidents and insurance claims

• Bodywork/Paint

• Windshield Repair

• Detailing

• Bumper Repair

• Window Tinting

• Paint Protection Film

before

after

Call us today for a free estimate! 514-675-4525

automagik.ca

16625 Pierrefonds Blvd.

(Just East
of St. Charles)

SENIOR SUBSCRIPTIONS STARTING AT $144
PERSEPHONE THEATRE’S

PLAYING WITH FIRE:
THE THEO FLEURY STORY
THE 39 STEPs
THE BAKLAWA RECIPE
THE DAISY THEATRE
SUCCESSIONS
HOSANNA
DISCOVER SEASON 2017/18
BY KIRSTIE MCLELLAN DAY / BASED ON THE BOOK BY THEO FLEURY & KIRSTIE MCLELLAN DAY / STARRING SHAUN SMYTH

ADAPTED BY PATRICK BARLOW / BASED ON THE ALFRED HITCHCOCK ADAPTATION OF JOHN BUCHAN’S NOVEL

BY PASCALE RAFIE / TRANSLATED BY MELISSA BULL

CREATED AND PERFORMED BY RONNIE BURKETT / ORIGINAL MUSIC BY JOHN ALCORN

BY MICHAELA DI CESARE

TABLEAU D’HÔTE THEATRE’S

BY MICHEL TREMBLAY / TRANSLATED BY JOHN VAN BUREK & BILL GLASSCO

Consultation and Discreet Home Delivery

514-955-0101

BOX OFFICE 514-288-3161
theseniortimes.com
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Mr. Bike Man celebrates 92nd birthday
On June 7, 83 youngsters, who
showed extraordinary courage when
facing exceptional circumstances,
were rewarded at Sun Youth’s
33rd Annual Bike Distribution.
Every year, Mr. Bike Man, an
anonymous benefactor who has been
supporting this program since the
beginning, celebrates his birthday by
giving away a new bike, a safety hel-

McGill Chamber set to fuse with Beatles

GOLF & CART PACKAGE
Des Moulins course 37.40$
Des Braves course 46.10$
Price per person, plus taxes
Packages including supper
starting at 59.75$ plus taxes

Monday to Thursday - all day
(until August 3th – 2017)

2075 Côte Terrebonne, Terrebonne, Quebec
450-964-2251 • 450-492-6492 (practice field)
golfleversant.com

g for

nal
ons

met, and a bicycle lock to deserving
children through Sun Youth.
This is what he wishes above all:
rewarding exceptional youths who
set an example for their generation.
After this year’s ceremony,
1,600 new bikes will have been
distributed thanks to the Bike Man’s
generosity. He has just celebrated
his 92nd birthday.

Planning for

Life’s Final
Transitions

The McGill Chamber Orchestra directed by Boris Brott wrapped up its
77th season with a performance of
Carl Orff’s beloved Carmina Burana.
A full house turned out at the
Maison Symphonique to enjoy the
joyous and celebrated work.
After a break for the summer, the
orchestra will be back September 27
to kick off its 2017-18 season.
It will start with a bold and
innovative program Wednesday,
September 27 devoted entirely to
contemporary repertoire. It’s titled
Revolution, part of the six-concert
Beaux Arts series, and is happening
at Bourgie Hall.
The highlight for many may well
be the Concerto for Violin on Sgt.
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band,
played by the dynamic Cape Breton
fiddler Ashley MacIsaac. The piece
was written by violist François
Vallières, an interpretation of
melodies from the ground-breaking

Auditions for the Philomela Singers

You have already handled many life
transitions - starting a career, raising a
family, planning for retirement. Along
the way, you learned how to deal with these changes.
And you can learn how to handle life’s final transition: death.

The Philomela Singers, directed by
Margo Keenan, are a bilingual West
Island community choir with a varied
repertoire. They welcome new singers, especially tenors and basses, for
the upcoming season starting in Sept.
Candidates must have a good ear

At Rideau & Lakeview Memorial Gardens, we know this is an
Lakeview Memorial Gardens
emotional topic - and one you may want
to avoid.
But once you
by Arbor
Memorial
Planning for
start planning, you will gain peace of mind
that comes
from Quebec • lakeviewmemorial.ca
701 Donegani,
Pointe-Claire,
Life’s Final
knowing
your final arrangements are taken care of. And there
Transitions
are great financial benefits when you plan ahead.

Rideau Memorial
Cremation programs starting
as lowGardens
as & Funeral Home
by Arbor Memorial
Sources Blvd., Dollard des Ormeaux • rideaumemorial.ca
$25
/ month. Call today 4239
and
recieve a FREE
Lakeview Memorial Gardens
Cemetery & Funeral Planning Guide.
by Arbor Memorial

701 Donegani, Pointe-Claire, Quebec • lakeviewmemorial.ca

Rideau Memorial Gardens & Funeral Home

Lakeview Memorial Gardens

4239 Sources Blvd., Dollard des Ormeaux • rideaumemorial.ca

701 Donegani, Pointe-Claire, Quebec • lakeviewmemorial.ca

Call: 514-683-6700

Call: 514-694-9294

by Arbor Memorial

Beatles album that had a revolutionary effect on popular music.
The concert opens with another
piece that reflects the innovative
aspects of rock as developed
by the musical genius of Frank
Zappa, composer and leader of
the Mothers of Invention. The
orchestra will play Montreal
composer Walter Boudreau’s
arrangement of a song written by
Zappa, called Zombie Woof. The
original, from his 1973 recording
Over-Nite Sensation, is a heavymetal, jazz, and electronica mix
The centrepiece is Dmitri Shostakovich’s monumental chamber
symphony Opus 110a, which is
based on his String Quartet No. 8,
one of his most moving works. It
is filled with quotations from his
other compositions.
Tickets cost $54, seniors pay $44,
those under 36 pay $20.
Info: 514-487-5190, or Orchestra.ca

by Arbor Memorial

Rideau Memorial Gardens & Funeral Home
Rideau-Lakeview: One Team
One Vision
by Arbor Memorial

4239 Sources Blvd., Dollard des Ormeaux • rideaumemorial.ca
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and preferably some choral experience. Rehearsals are Wednesday evenings in Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue
from 7:30 to 9:45 pm.
Info: 514-946-4160 to arrange a quick
audition or om.andrews@gmail.com.
Visit on facebook choralephilom

LaSalle
3 ½, 4 ½

Waterfront
Clean, quiet
building
Fridge • Stove
Hot water
Outdoor pool
Sauna • Gym
Wheelchair
access
toulonsurmer@gmail.com
montrealapts.ca

Iconic drummer disappeared but still a music legend
Irwin Block

Jazz drummer Claude Ranger was
a legendary figure long before his
disappearance almost 17 years ago.
But his last years away from the
music scene and the mystery surrounding his fate have only served
to enhance his iconic status, even
as his family, friends, and fans are
perplexed and saddened by it.
The Claude Ranger story was waiting to be written, and Mark Miller,
the Toronto-based jazz writer and
photographer, took up the challenge
producing a fascinating and in-depth
chronicle of the drummer’s life and
his music, including the state of the
jazz scene in Montreal, Toronto, and
Vancouver while he lived there.
Claude Ranger, Canadian Jazz
Legend (Tellwell Talent, 279 pages,
$38, Kindle Edition, $7) begins with
the time “on or about November 2,
2000” when, according to his friend,
Ivan Bamford, Ranger left his oneroom apartment in a subsidized
housing complex in Aldergrove,
B.C., never to return.
The Montreal-born musician was
59, living alone, apart from his wife
and four daughters, and to this day,
the RCMP inquiry into his whereabouts, launched in 2001, has been
inconclusive.
Ranger had sold his drums and
after 30 years stopped playing the jazz
he loved, and living the life that went
with it. Both, as Miller writes, were
characterized by “a remarkable sense
of immediacy, a love of risk and no
particular concern for consequence.”
What that meant was being at times
extraordinarily busy and in demand.
In 1989, at the du Maurier International Jazz Festival, Ranger would
play with seven different bands in
10 days, a total of 13 concerts. For a
quintet of his own, one of its members recalls, Ranger organized but
one rehearsal. But saxophonist Rob
Frayne has a different memory.
“Claude would throw down charts
and we just played them. I don’t remember rehearsing even once. He’d
say, ‘Play like the bomb will fall at midnight.’ He meant the nuclear bomb.
‘Play like these are your last moments
on earth.’ That was his approach,
and he took it very, very seriously.”
Ranger was a perfectionist with his
own high standards and concept for
how the music should be played, and
not be played; if he didn’t like what
someone in a band would be doing,
he could just stop, which in jazz is
equivalent to spitting in your face.

Born in Montreal to a working
class family – his father was a labourer and truck driver – and raised
in the northern Plateau Mont-Royal
and Rosemont, he first picked up the
drums as a teen when he joined the
army cadet corps. After private lessons, he quit high school and spent
the next two years just practicing at
home, with his first gig at 17.
He grew into his own style, influenced at first by early beboppers
Max Roach and Miles Davis’s Jimmy
Cobb, then by John Coltrane’s drummer, Elvin Jones, and Davis’s Tony
Williams, who had replaced Cobb.
This book, of course, is much more
than simply a biography of a drummer: it also offers an overview of the
jazz scene in Montreal at the time,
then, following Ranger as he moved
west, of the Toronto, and Vancouver
scenes, where he ended his performing career.
Ranger had his own trademark
stage presence, with a lit cigarette
perpetually hanging from the left
side of his mouth and a bottle of
beer by his side.
Miller’s remarkable black and white
photograph on the book’s cover, with
the freshly lit cigarette and ash hanging from the tip, as he was playing
at the Montreal International Jazz
Festival in 1986, and several more
inside, are exactly as I remember
Ranger playing in Montreal.
Toronto saxophonist Ron Allen,
who worked with Ranger in 1980,
says the cigarette cum ash was “a
symptom of the absolutely disciplined carelessness that he had …
The way it would hang, defying
gravity – he knew it was intimidating,
he knew it was attractive, he knew
how to seduce.”
But that image could not be divorced
from his dramatic role as a drummer
who made music, rather than simply keeping time or enhancing what
others were doing.
In Toronto he “cut a compelling
figure” and was a living antidote to
what Miller describes as “the prime
conservatism of a scene still largely
defined by the values of the 1950s.”
Writing in Coda magazine, Bill
Smith marvelled in a December 1974
review at “the incredible Ranger, Canada’s master of percussion dynamics,
sitting there at his tiny drums providing dialogue at every level necessary.”
Drummer Buff Allen tried to
learn by listening to Ranger after he
refused to offer lessons. “It wasn’t a
special style, or a technical style, it
was his emotional power. That’s

something you can’t learn. It’s
innate” Allen remarked.
But Ranger could not stand it
when bandmates would play the
same all the time, even if they were
the top musicians in Toronto and, as
multi-instrumentalist Don Thompson says, Ranger would “just start
playing free, right in the middle of a
straight-ahead tune.”
Ranger “really could play time. He
had a groove that was unbelievable.
But if the bass player was pushing, he
couldn’t deal with it. He’d get really
angry and he’d stop playing, or he’d

play free. Sometimes he’d get up and
walk away. He just couldn’t stand it.”
The book is replete with this kind
of learned appreciation from fellow
musicians, some of Canada’s best,
who played with Ranger, as well as
Miller’s own insights. He knows
the instrument, since he is a drummer himself, and is the author of ten
other books on jazz and jazz musicians, and a keen music journalist
who had covered the scene for 27
years for the Globe & Mail.
The book is also a review of
Ranger’s major gigs, his CDs, and
a complete discography in annex.
But above all, with scores of interviews, including with Ranger,
references to reviews and his own
profound knowledge of the scene,
we learn how Ranger and his music
fit the varied and evolving scene in
Canada’s three major cities, and his
ultimate refusal to accept and adapt
to conditions that did not meet his
standards and expectations.
In the end, as Miller notes, Ranger’s way of dealing with situations
that he could no longer bear was to
walk away.
irblock@hotmail.com

Moments
That Matter
CHARTWELL
LE WELLESLEY

CHARTWELL
MANOIR KIRKLAND

230 Hymus Blvd.
Pointe-Claire • 438-538-8474

2 Canvin Street
Kirkland • 438-538-8472

CHARTWELL.COM
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Moving is starting over with a new perspective

Above centre: Dr Lisa Reisinger,
developmental psychologist,
ready for an assessment
Above left: Barbara Moser and
Dr Nathalie Garcin
Right: Irwin bids farewell
to Decarie
Left: Barbara in the new kitchen!
Below: Rufus isn’t sure about this

YOU don’t
need to be
ALONE...
We offer affordable
living for Autonomous and
Semi-Autonomous Seniors

n Private and Semi-Private Rooms
n Visiting Physician
n Medication Supervision
n 3 Nutritious Meals Daily
n Weekly Housekeeping/Laundry
n Chapel services
n Recreation Program
n Emergency Call Bells & Intercom
n 24 Hour Supervision and/or
Assistance

Teaching Centre for McGill Nursing

The Salvation Army Montclair Residence
For further information, please call

Vicky Stewart 514.481.5638
4413 Montclair Ave., Montreal (NDG)
Owned and operated by The Salvation Army
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Barbara Moser
Moving may be a lot of work but
it’s not what it’s cracked up to be —
on par with divorce, and despair.
Yes, I’ve finally sold my house.
That part wasn’t easy at all, but all’s
well that ends well and I’m happy
to report that the new owner of my
duplex is opening a centre for autistic children and their families called
Spectrum. Nathalie Garcin has the
energy and passion of 20 women.
She’s already renovated what was
our newspaper office, putting in new
floors, a new kitchen and bathroom
and new lock-free doors upstairs and
downstairs. Imagine never having to
carry a key with you! Windows have
been replaced on both floors and
look amazing!
We moved in two installments, on
July 2 and July 7. Why two moving
dates? We couldn’t get an answer
from the tenant of the lower duplex
we are moving into, fast enough to
book a mover for July 1. We hired
one of our Movers and Shakers for
July 2, FX Moving, and were very
happy with their friendly, helpful
and efficient service.
Happily we are upsizing into a
four bedroom lower duplex (Ah…
no more stairs!) just north of Monkland on Marcil.
Still it seems I have too many
paintings, too much furniture and
too many fans! Who can bear to
throw out their children’s paintings
or their own for that matter?
No matter what you pack, it’s too
much. It’s kind of like going on a
trip… forever. You arrive at your
destination and wonder why you
need all these clothes.
Since the ST office is just five blocks
west on Monkland, we won’t be
needing the car much. Monkland is
quite simply…. fun! It’s hard to walk
down the street without meeting a

friend or making new ones. And
we can enjoy our favourite cafés,
pharmacies, restaurants, and health
food store, which invites hippies
to enter through the side door.
They also give seniors a ten percent
discount every day. And Provigo is
literally a hop, skip and jump from
our new house!
Back to moving, it’s not easy but
if you start early and label all your
boxes, you’ve at least got a head
start. Give your partner lots of space
and time on deciding what to take
to the new home and what to take
to Renaissance. It’s a blessing that a
Renaissance drop-off center is at the
end of our old street, Decarie and
NDG Ave. and we’ve tried to take a
bag each day down there.
I’ve packed smaller cases for the
first few days, with toiletries and
clothes. Much of the clothing is in
clear bags, although I’ve been told
the movers prefer boxes. Too bad.
Boxes are okay for dishes and small
heavy stuff but what a waste of cardboard for light clothes and coats,
boots, etc. Alas in our Montreal, we
seem to have a coat and pair of shoes
or boots for every day of the year.
Since I haven’t rented in 45 years,
I had no idea what to expect. Would
the fridge be cleaned out? (No)
Would we have to mop the floors
after the tenant has left? (Yes) Was
everything in good working order?
(Not exactly)
Yes, why didn’t we buy? For the
same reason I sold the house: TOO
MUCH WORK! I don’t ever want
to fix a roof or a furnace or a leaky
faucet again! I don’t ever have to
freeze because the thermostat’s on
the blink or fix cracks after an ice
storm. Yes, the place won’t really be
mine but it sure will be nice starting
over with a lot less stuff and a lot
less responsibility!

Photos: © Vivien Gaumand

Laugh your heart out with the biggest names in comedy

Irwin Block

As we all know, laughter is the
best medicine, and even if you’re
not sick, Montreal’s iconic Just
for Laughs Festival is where it all
happens, in both official languages.
The biggest names in comedy
will be there, and the biggest, Jerry
Seinfeld and Gad Elmaleh, are on
the same stage with back-to-back
performances in English July 26 at
the Bell Centre, 8 pm. Call 514-8452322, hahaha.com to book online.
Tickets cost $65 to $242.
Tickets for this highest profile
show can be part of a three or five
show festival pass – one free ticket
every day for three days at $140 plus
taxes, or 5 shows over 5 days for
$215 plus taxes.
Of course there is much more to
the festival than superstars, including galas, concert shows, club series,

Off Just for Laughs, and an outdoor 7 pm and 9:30 pm, July 25-29 9:30
street festival. Much of the informa- pm., $50-$60.50.
tion is at hahaha.com
July 20-28 – Ali Siddiq who
started his comedy career in jail,
Highlights of ticketed shows is on for an 8-show solo run at
July 12-27 – Alonzo Bodden hosts Théâtre Ste. Catherine, July 20-23,
The Ethnic Show, one of the most 10:30 pm, and Montreal Improv
popular formats, with Steve Byrne, Theatre July 24-26, and July 28,
Jessica Kirson, The Doo Woops, Mike $21-$23.50, 7:30 pm.
July 26 – Saturday Night Live
Rita, and Vlad Caamaño, at Club
alumnus David Spade hosts an early
Soda, 7 and 9:30 pm, $45-$60.50.
July 20 – The Montreal Show is gala, Salle Wilfrid Palletier, Place
a must for local content, hosted by des Arts, 7 pm, with an undisclosed
Steve Patrick Adams, and starring lineup, $34-$102.
Emma Wilkie, Jacob Greco, Rodney
Ramsey, Mike Carrozza, D.J.
Mausner, Paul Baluyot, and others,
Mainline Theatre, 9 pm, $21.
July 19-29 – The Nasty Show, with
host Ari Shaffir, pushes the envelope
with outspoken, candid and daring standup comics who leave selfcensorship at the door. Metropolis,
July 19 and 20, 8:30 pm, July 21, 22,

July 26 – Colin Jost and Michael
Che of Saturday Night Live host
their first gala, Salle Wilfrid Pelletier,
Place des Arts, 9:45 pm, with an undisclosed lineup, $34-$102.
July 28 – Jane Krakowski of 30
Rock hosts a gala at Salle Wilfrid
Pelletier, Place des Arts, at 7 pm, with
an undisclosed lineup, $34-$102.
July 29 – Laverne Cox of Orange
is the New Black hosts a multi-comic
gala at Salle Wilfrid-Pelletier, Place
des Arts, 9:45 pm, $34-$102.
Have a blast!

What if...
Someone you love can no longer take care of themselves

We have the AnsWers
› Devoted health care professionals
and nursing supervision 24/7
› Weekly DOCTOr visits
Included: medication management,
weekly housekeeping, laundry of linens
and 3 meals per day
› Personal care services also available,
adapted to the needs of the individual
› Secure MeMOry Care wing
› New ParkiNsON wing

Call or come visit us to learn more

In partnerShIp wIth

1055 Tecumseh, DDO

514-685-4444

www.chateaudollard.com
theseniortimes.com

Managed by
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GERDY’S PET PARADE brought to you by Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions

Gerdy’s Rescues — New look, same heart, same love
Beverley Auerbach

Gerdy’s Rescues and Adoptions is excited
to introduce our new website. It has been
updated and freshened up to make navigation
easier and more efficient. We thank volunteers
Melanie and Benoit for their countless hours of
dedication to this project.

Bonnie Sandler, BSW
• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous,
Assisted Living,
Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise

Residential Real Estate Broker
Groupe Sutton Centre Ouest Inc.,
Real Estate Agency

514-497-3775
bonniesandler.com

ELDER AIDE
ASSOCIATES

Our mission statement is clear. We help those
who cannot help themselves. We offer medical
care to the sick, and love to the neglected. Our
adoptable dogs and cats still remain the central
focus of our site with photos and concise
descriptions of who they are and the type of home
in which they would thrive. We do everything
possible to ensure that our animals are matched
with compatible homes, and until they are, they
receive the best physical and emotional care
we can offer. They are immediately vetted and
evaluated so that the adopter is always made
aware of any medical or behavioral attention that
the animal may require.
We are pleased to continue to offer Courtesy
Listings to those who must part with their pets, as
trying to re-home a pet is often an arduous and
gut-wrenching task. We offer key exposure that
just may help place a pet with their new family.
This summer we are inundated with requests to
shelter abandoned animals or those that must be
given up. Litters, both dog and cat, abound. As we
rely on foster homes until we can find permanent
ones, at this time of year we are especially
desperate for families to open their hearts and
give temporary refuge to a pet we are trying to
place. Integration and socialization is crucial in
helping us get to know the animal on a more
intimate level. Does he like kids? Is she outgoing

A network of professionals
providing services in social work,
senior relocation, real estate,
accounting, financial planning
and legal matters
at reasonable rates.
Group information sessions

Gaston is a character

438-390-3705

Manoir
Kanisha
Dorval

First-class accommodation for your pets:
dogs, cats, rodents
birds, reptiles
since 1990

514-631-1755
By appointment only

Manoir-Kanisha.com
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or shy? How is he with other dogs or cats? Does
she like to be held and cuddled? Perhaps you are
the volunteer able to open your home to a pet
who is anxiously awaiting their new life.
Out of love and respect to all of our pets who
have gone over The Rainbow Bridge, and to their
adopters, we have kept the In Memoriam section
untouched. It is easily accessible in About Us,
Archives.
We remain a charity with no government
assistance. We rely entirely on public donations
to continue operating. Our site now gives 10
clear directives on how donations can be made,
whether monetary, donating a car to Car Canada,
buying a package of candy for a friend, or a catnip
mouse for your cat. The options are there for you
to choose.
We are ultimately dependent upon our
volunteers. Donate your time – foster; transport;
take photos; fundraise either by helping at our
events, or by hosting your own; do home visits at
potential adopters; or follow-up phone calls.
At Gerdy’s we are all volunteers. Whatever the
size of the commitment, we all play a vital role
in the lives of animals who cannot control what
is to become of them. We get the job done with
dedication, persistence, devotion, and heart. The
rewards are so worth it.
info@gerdysrescue.org or Gerdysrescue.org

BOARDING
PLAYTIME
GROOMING
PET RELOCATION
PICK-UP & DELIVERY

7 Days a week

theseniortimes.com

This adorable 3+ year old, 9 lb. boy was found as a stray.
He was adopted by someone who had him for a year and
recently had to move into a senior’s residence.
The person had never realized that the dog was deaf, and
simply thought that he was defiant. He lost a year of training
to respond to hand signals, treats etc.
Gaston is a fun-loving little Bichon X who will need
playful, capable, patient, respectful, parents. The house
should be without close neighbors and stand alone as he can
be vocal due to his hearing deficit.
A quiet residential area would be good as Gaston is
sensitive to vibrations from large trucks. A backyard to run
around would suit Gaston as he loves to play chase but it
must be fenced with no gaps he can get through as he will
look for them and may dig to enlarge one.
Gaston needs a house without young children (16 plus)
and no young grand-children who will visit.
His new owners should be ready to put in some work
initially with training, (he is mostly housebroken). This may
mean tethering most of the time at first as he does not crate
well at the moment. They should also be prepared to embark
on a training journey with Gaston. A home that practices
reward-based training is a necessity. He is extremely smart
and learns quickly.
Gaston is energetic but able to settle when his needs have
been met. He would love someone active to go on long walks
and play chase games in the yard.
He is quite snuggly and affectionate, if his person is
respectful of his limits. He needs someone who is home
most of the day. He would be fine as an only dog but would
do well with other playful, confident small dogs.
Gerdysrescue.org

It took me 68 years to become a balaboost
It was the lawnmower that did it. We
have a cottage in P.E.I. Why P.E.I?
Well, one day about 25 years ago we
thought it would be nice to have a
cottage to go to when the city got too
hot, to spend weekends at, to be in
the country: the usual reasons.
We took a map and drew a circle
around Montreal, about 100 miles, a
90- minute drive. It made sense.
Then we got a phone call from a
friend buying land in Prince Edward Island. He wanted us to come
in on the deal. I went to the McGill
University library map room to see
where it was. There was a chunk of
bog on the land. “Bog?” my friend
said, “Bog is good. I would love to
have bog.”
But our friend and his family were
going to be there, it was on a lovely
bay, and the view was spectacular.
Sometimes you don’t get what you
wish for but you get what you need.
We found a couple of rental
cottages for sale, built in the 1940s,
and moved them to our land. Over
the years we worked on them, sometimes with contractors, sometimes
on our own, building, painting,
fighting mosquitos from the bog. It’s
a work in progress.

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
I found out that part of country
living was being able to call on others
for tools I lacked. Chain saws, hedge
clippers, even BBQs get passed back
and forth. While I thought this was
working out fine, I sensed something
was missing.
At our cottage, the yard is large.
Once or twice a season I would borrow a neighbour’s push mower, slog
it through the woods to our place,
and chop off just enough so that we
could see the sea.
However, in PEI grass cutting is a
fine art with lawns the size of football fields manicured to the depth of
putting greens.
One morning I decided that it was
time we had our own mower. Celina,
to my surprise, agreed and Sears had
them on sale. By noon we had a new
21” EZ empty rear bag push-mower
that didn’t just promise to cut the
grass but had a “mowing system
with consistent-cut technology” ca-

Get with the program NB-de-Grâce
Any place that serves good veggie
burgers is worth a try for me, burgers — with a real lettuce wrap! —
is worth a try for me. Wow! By
real I mean the lettuce is actually
wrapped around the burger. And
the toppings are great. And I’ve
heard the meat burgers are superb.
But folks, eat outside on their
terrace. If it’s raining or snowing,
forget Notre-Bœuf-de-Grâce.
The musak is so loud and bangy
that we had to ask at least three
times to turn it down. And even
then it was too loud and we couldn’t
hear ourselves think… or speak. It’s
that heavy base and drum machine
that gets us to thinking we’ll never
visit again.

High volume on cheap speakers?
Not for us.
And there’s something else that
cheapens the place. They serve their
burgers on wooden boards with
checkered paper underneath, the
kind of paper that tears easily. Why,
we asked, would they do that? Are
they trying to emulate some fast food
place? Even Harvey’s does a better
job of presentation. Please, Notre
Dammers de Bœuf, turn off that
noise and let the only noise be the
families and friends talking to one
another…. And scrap that paper.
Location? 5732 Sherbrooke St. W.
beside the Dollar Store and across
from Esposito.
		
— Barbara Moser

pable of bagging, mulching, slicing,
dicing, and possibly doing whatever
else might be required should the
Cuisinart blow up.
I filled the mower with the correct
fuel mixture. I applied sunblock, put
in my ear plugs, adjusted my hat
visor, and pulled the starter handle.
Once. Twice. There was a belch of
smoke as it roared alive. Through the
ear plugs, I heard a comforting low
growl. I pushed the mower down a
long length of lawn.
Turning around at the end, I
headed back past the house. Celina
was watching from the screened-in
porch. “What’s up?” I said. “Aah,”
she said smiling, “At last my man is
a real balaboost.”
_________________________
Editor’s Note
Hi dear readers,
If anyone is interested in embarking
on the ketogenenic way of eating,
(that’s no sugar and very few carbs
but high fat) email me and I will
send you some great recipes:
barbarasmoser@gmail.com

Balaboosta is Yiddish for homemaker. It is also used for a gracious
hostess, a perfect wife, a great
mother, etc. The male version,
balaboost, implies capability, someone who can get things done, fix
things, not have to borrow a neighbour’s lawnmower.
Here is a dish to serve any balaboost after mowing the lawn: Raw
oysters with watermelon granita.
It’s adapted from The Balaboosta
Cookbook by Edina Admony. You
can always skip the oysters as my
balaboosta does. Mix 1 3/4 cups of
pureed watermelon with the grated
zest and juice of 1 lime.
Add 1/4 cup of vodka and a tablespoon of cold simple syrup (make
this by cooking equal parts of sugar
and water to dissolve the sugar). Mix
well and put it in a covered container
in the freezer.
Scrape it down with a fork every
fifteen minutes or so until it has a
consistency between slush and hard
ice. Place a dollop on an oyster and
serve.
5331-5325 Decarie Blvd
Montreal (QC)

Là, où tu reviens!

A new location for you to have lunch:
either eat on the spot, order by phone or

patisserieangelica.ca
514-482-0555
M, T, W, T, F: 1000 - 1900
Saturday: 900 - 1800
Sunday: closed

buy a take-out, we are here to offer you
home-made food and desserts
(delicious European recipes)!

Enjoy a FREE

MEAL of up to $10 value

When a second meal of equal or superior value is purchased.

or SAVE

$10 before taxes

When two meals are purchased of $10 or more each.

MENU À LA CARTE ONLY
Not valid for take-out. Offer cannot be combined with any other specials or promotions.

15 Bouchard Blvd., Dorval • 514-631-2233
barbiesrestaurant.com

theseniortimes.com
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What’s happening in juLY

Feature-length films and living arts at 27th First Peoples Festival
Jessica Deer
Courtesy The Eastern Door

The 27th edition of the annual event
will transform Place des Festivals
from August 2-9.
“This year, as always, we have
great outdoor activities around what
we call now Place du Makusham,”
said André Dudemaine, director of
cultural activities for Land InSights,
the driving force behind the festival.
Throughout the week, the area
will include festive installations,
performances, concerts, active art,
and food, while a parallel international film and video competition will present the best of
cinematographic creations by and
about Indigenous Peoples.
“There are a lot of feature films
now – documentary or fiction. This
is really a new phenomenon. A few
years ago, when we had one or two
feature films in the festival we were

happy because the rest were mainly
short films or medium-sized films for
television. Now, feature films are really
something common in Indigenous
production,” Dudemaine said.
Among the films to be featured are
Alethea Arnaquq-Baril’s Angry Inuk,
and Daniel Redenbach and Janine
Windolph’s The Land of Rock and
Gold, which stars Kahnawake actress
Kawennáhere Jacobs.
The festival will also include the
Montreal premiere of Rezolution
Pictures’
feature
documentary
RUMBLE: The Indians Who Rocked
The World, which shines light on
Indigenous musicians’ contributions
to rock, heavy metal, jazz, and blues.
In collaboration with Montreal’s
375th anniversary, a special theatrical
and visual production, Ioskeha et
Tawiscara: le grand Jeu de la création
will span three evenings at Place
du Makusham.
“We want to have big figures – 25

Stimulating the brain to tailor training of
the affected arm after stroke
Can using a brain stimulation technique to tailor interventions for
the affected arm promote better recovery in stroke survivors?

Eligibility Criteria
• Man or woman
• Having had a stroke
at least 6 months ago
• Being able to reach one
of our study sites in
Sherbrooke, Montreal
or Ottawa

Procedure
• Two pre-training evaluations of your affected
arm and your brain
• 12 sessions of an individualized training of
your affected arm span over 4 weeks,
combined or not to a transcranial direct
current stimulation (tDCS) of your brain
• Two post-training evaluations of your
affected arm and your brain

Interested in this study?

Please contact a member of the research team :

Montreal: 514-398-5457 • Sherbrooke: 1-888-780-1832 • Ottawa: 613-562-6262

Sesquicentenn... What?
ACROSS
1 San Antonio tourist draw
6 People who had their
mummies in the Andes
11 Take part in a quilting bee
14 Started
15 Montreal activist
author Klein
16 Hawaii's Mauna ___
17 Scanning result
18 Smart phone activity,
often
20 Governor General in
Canada's year one
hundred and fifty
22 Victoria-Calgary dir.
23 Lively dance of the
Victorian era
24 Inhuman brute
27 Totally dried out
28 "And what have we here?"
31 "Toad Hall" visitor,
at times
32 Mafia bigwig
35 Lickety-split
37 Number of years that a
sesquicentennial
celebrates
41 Like many snakes
42 And the other
participants, briefly

Adrian Powell

43 Small dashes, to
printers
44 Golf club employee
45 Unloaded on eBay
48 Paint can direction
50 Anti-Parkinson's drug
52 Complete jerk
55 Governor General in
Canada's year one
59 Harmonium
61 Ho-hum feeling
62 Pussycat's seafaring
partner
63 Lear sitcom of the '70s
64 Like a week-old loaf
65 Old Ottoman leader
66 Disgorge
67 Turnpike expenses

DOWN
1 Withstand
2 Lake Geneva, to the Swiss
3 Mojave Desert flora
4 Wise Yule trio
5 Really jittery
6 Dr. Scholl's product
7 Tex-Mex crunchy
8 Johnnycake
9 "Famous" cookie guy
10 River sediment
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11
12
13
19
21
25
26
27
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
45
46
47
49
51
52
53
54
56
57
58
59
60

feet high – that will represent the
two brothers and they will stand at
two ends of Ste. Catherine Street –
one near Bleury and the other near
St. Laurent – and they will come
together at the bottom of Place du
Makusham,” said Dudemaine.
The interactive theatre, choreographed and directed by Pierre-Paul
Savoie, delves into the Creation Story.
On August 4, Nikamotan Mtl
will take place on the main outdoor
stage featuring new Indigenous wave
and well-known performers on the
Quebec musical scene: Natasha
Kanapé-Fontaine with Random
Recipe; Matiu with Dramatik; Esther

Shakespeare’s Much Ado on July 13 - Aug. 15
As anyone who has watched any
of its productions over the past 28
years, Shakespeare-in-the-Park is
a lot of fun, the experience often
memorable.
From July 13 to August 15 this summer, Repercussion Theatre will present its family-friendly production of
The Bard’s beloved comedy, Much
Ado About Nothing, directed by
Amanda Kellock.
In Shakespeare’s day, the word ‘noting’ referred to gossip and rumour,
and Benedick and Beatrice are tricked
into confessing their love to each
other, while Claudio is hoodwinked
into rejecting Hero as they were to
marry, in the erroneous belief that she
had been unfaithful.
But as Shakespeare has said, All’s
Well that Ends Well, and Benedick
and Beatrice make it all happen, the

Burn victim's need, at times
Twilight, to Tennyson
Move one's tail
Biffy, in Bristol
Jam container
Groovy West Indian, say
One kind of alcohol
Picturesque London area
Once possessed
Big bug spray brand
Small, sheltered inlets
In regard to, quaintly
In a wistfully, thoughtful
manner
Bane of many US
mobsters
Told fibs
One behind home plate
Neither hide ___ hair
Tete-a-tete
Shakespearean work
Choose (to)
Poorest, as excuses go
Unburden
Twosomes
Single year's record
Olympic racing boat
Heavens above
Several
Rough finger of rock
"Hold ___ your hat!"
Burglarize
Female in the flock

theseniortimes.com

Pennell with La Bronze; and Laura
Niquay with Sunny Duval.
On August 9, the festival will
close with a dedication to the 10year anniversary of the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, at the Grande
Bibliothèque auditorium.
***
For details: presenceautochtone.ca
Jessica Deer is a deep-thinking,
quick- witted (and perhaps heavily
caffeinated) columnist at The Eastern
Door, Kahnawake’s community newspaper.
Reprinted from The Eastern Door
jessicad@easterndoor.com
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couples dance in celebration of marriages, which in the end are a go. The
actors include Dakota Jamal Wellman
(Claudio), Tiernan Cornford (Hero),
Quincy Armorer (Benedick), and
Holly Gauthier-Frankel (Beatrice).
All shows begin at 7 pm, starting July
13 in Baie d’Urfé, July 16 Park Extension, July 18 Pierrefonds, July 19 Kirkland, July 20 Dorval, July 21 Canadian
Centre for Architecture, July 22 and
23, Westmount, July 25 Verdun, July
26 Côte Saint-Luc, July 27, Town of
Mount Royal, July 28 Beaconsfield,
July 30 N.D.G., Aug. 1 McGill University Campus, and more until the
final three performances Aug. 2 VilleMarie, Aug. 13 Hemmingford, and
Aug. 15 Greenfield Park.
For details of all performances
in July and August, visit
repercussiontheatre.com/muchado/
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
• Tree
Trimming
• Precision
Removal

• Stump
Removal
• Cedar
Trimming
and more!
Established Since 1971

Certified and fully insured

Call today for a
FREE estimate

514-453-5404

Vaudreuil-Soulanges

DÉMÉNAGEMENT FX
MOVING

West Island

FULL COMPUTER SERVICE
• Lessons in your home
• Virus removal
• Slow computer? We’ll restore it

to its original configuration... fast!

• Laptops, Desktops, Tablets,

438-350-5532
514-715-0526

& Smartphones...We Fix Them All!

Call

Jordan
438-880-6976
ssnytte@gmail.com

BATHTUBS REGLAZED

Computer Set-up
& Repairs

• Bathtubs, sinks
• Porcelain antique tubs
• Rust & chip repair • 3 year warranty

We also sell Antique tubs

since 2000

Dore Refinition

Call: 514-891-8788

Events

Montreal Urban Hikers
• Sat. July 15
9:30am: Chinese Montreal. Meeting
place: Metro Champ de Mars. Meet
outside the metro. Walk will finish
at Metro Place D’Armes. Bring water
and wear comfortable shoes. $3.
Info: ohorge@videotron.ca
or 514-938-4910.
Montrealurbanhikers.ca

Roofing

n All types of roofing:
flat, slope and white roofs
n Membrane/Rubber
n Tar
n Shingles
n Serving the Greater Montreal area

We take the time to explain...

Seniors serving Seniors

Mayer

FREE ESTIMATE 514-292-3742
RBQ: 5665-6747-01
IKO certified and fully insured

514.808.5889
Sundays at the Shaar
• Sun. July 16
Noon: Rabbi Adam Scheier on Mission to Poland with Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau.
$5. Lecture followed by lunch. Enter
at 425 Metcalfe Ave.
Reservations: 514-937-9474 ext.139
____________________________
Send us your What’s Happening
Events for September by August 20.

June solutions

Local relocation, long distance
and piano transportation

1.866.922.0001

bustamovemoving.com

+ the Annual Resource Directory

5890 Monkland Ave. #202
Montreal QC H4A 1G2
theseniortimes.com
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Student awarded computer for hard work, positive attitude

M.Vernacchia

Pharmacist-Owner

Pointe-Claire

✓ Senior services and products
❏
✓galerieBEAUTÉ TM
❏

• Cosmetics • Perfume • Beauty Products

✓Food Market
❏
FREE DELIVERY

(with prescriptions)

Open: Mon.-Fri.: 9am-10pm • Sat.-Sun.: 9am-9pm • 514-426-1081

Manoir Mont-Royal

• 3 1/2, 4 1/2
• Elevator
• Heat / hot water
• Janitorial services

300 Graham Blvd, TMR

Missisquoi

Museum

• On site laundry facilities
• Fridge and stove
• Near many services
• Near metro L’Acadie

514-738-5281
2017 Exhibition
«1867 - Missisquoi’s
Confederation»

missisquoimuseum.ca

3 historical buildings

Photo: Mrs Kenny

10 Place de la Triade, Pointe-Claire (St. Jean Blvd. x-street Holiday, next to IGA)

given to Shaymus Kenny.
His positive attitude and
smile inside and outside the
classroom are contagious
and he works hard in all
aspects of his school life. He
always lends a helping hand,
always ready to do more.
Shaymus loves helping his
teachers, classmates, and
the younger students.
He is a source of pride for
his parents and the school.
Families and dignitaries
L to R: Natalie Bercovici, Shaymus Kenny, Adrian Bercovici, were in full attendance
Jim Daskalakis, Principal and found it to be a truly
enjoyable evening. After
receiving their school certificates, the graduates
Generations
and parents took pictures and mingled.
A fine buffet was offered, followed by a
Foundation
supervised outing to Laser Quest. The students
Natalie Bercovici
returned to the school to enjoy refreshments. It
was a memorable evening.
The graduation ceremony is a highlight at any
Generations Foundation believes in assisting
age and at the elementary school level, it is no children with their education.
less relevant. Following the valedictorian’s
We can only echo Nelson Mandela’s words:
speech, awards in several categories were handed “Education is the most powerful weapon which
out last month to outstanding students at the you can use to change the world.”
St. Gabriel Elementary School.
Visit Generations Foundation to make a
One of eight Generations Foundation difference.
Community Awards of a laptop computer was
generationsfoundation.com

Cornell Mill, 2 River, Stanbridge East

I BUY WOMEN’S AND
MEN’S FUR COATS
Walbridge Barn

189 Mystic Rd. St-Ignace-de-Stanbridge

Hodge’s general store

Visit combined with the Cornell Mill

2017 Events: Old-Fashioned Carnival & Field Day to
celebrate Canada’s 150th. August 19th (20th, rain date)
35th Annual Apple Pie Festival: September 17th.

450.248.3153

info@missisquoimuseum.ca

HEARING HEALTH SERVICES

G. Barbieri,
audioprosthetist, is proud
to join Groupe Forget

I pay cash and pick up
anywhere in Canada
514-996-0321
recyclefur98@gmail.com

Senior Residence

Fulfilling Needs
at Every Stage

• Retirement lifestyle of distinction & quality
• Round-the-clock caregiving by full nursing staff
• Quality service • Luxurious accommodations
• Recreational programs • At-home atmosphere

Make an appointment now:

514-866-1687
More than 80 clinics in Quebec
www.groupeforget.com

placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF FAIRWAY MANAGEMENT CORP.
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Piki and Benji are now
proud Canadian citizens

theseniortimes.com

Rescued from a breeder in Iran, where they were
mistreated, this bonded pair of Pekingese were
whisked out of the country by a kind woman
who was coming to Montreal to visit family.
When she saved them they were scared and
fragile and needed medical attention. Now, Piki
and Benji are in great condition and ready to find
their forever Canadian home. Benji (the darker
face), is an outgoing male, and well socialized,
but a bit protective of his partner Piki, so will
bark at other dogs when out walking. He is
approximately three years old. Piki is a bit shy at
times but is super friendly and pretty quiet. She is
approximately four years old. Children 10 plus.
We prefer a home to an apartment. Vaccinated,
sterilized.
If interested, email info@gerdysrescue.org

Hockey surprise for CSL breakfast clubbers

Photo: Andrea of Rail Coal Fire Bistro

Sid Birns
Stanley Cups over that span.
June 9 was a banner day for
Lafleur, also known as “The
the nine members of the
Flower” was the Montreal
Côte St. Luc Senior Men’s
Canadiens first overall pick
Club breakfast clubbers.
in the 1971 NHL Amateur
After finishing a hearty
Draft. He won all five of his
breakfast at The Rail Coal
Stanley Cups with the CaFire Bistro in Kahnawake, sitnadiens over an NHL career
ting at the table and discussspanning 17 seasons.
ing, I forget what, (it might
Guy Carbonneau played
have been about Trump or
a role in the Montreal Casome other world problem)
nadiens organization as a
three guys walk in and sit at
player and a coach. A threea table about ten feet from
time Stanley Cup champion,
us attracting our attention.
two being with the CanaThen George says “That’s
diens, Carbonneau served
Guy Lafleur and that’s Larry
as the Habs captain from
Robinson and I think that’s
1989 to 1994.
Guy Carbonneau.”
Well, as you can guess,
Eight out of nine at the table
this day will live on in nine
are hockey fans, and George
memories, including the
says, “I wonder if we could
one that isn’t a hockey fan.
get them to come over and Left to right: Josh Kayson, Harry Abramovitz, Archie Katz, Sid Birns, George Nashen, Jack Frank, Beryl Peletz,
So, today’s choice by Beryl,
Peter Sternberg and Jack Lackman. Standing left to right: Larry Robinson, Guy Carbonneau and Guy Lafleur.
take a picture with us,” so I
of the Rail restaurant which
said “why not, give it a shot George,” of them come over to our table Famers: Robinson, affectionately was established in 2010, was the right
so he does with much enthusiasm and and happily get into picture taking known around Quebec as “Big choice, because as fate would have
completely forgets he has trouble mode. After the pictures were taken, Bird”, is one of the most popular it, everything worked in our favor.
walking. After all he’s pushing 94. Larry and Guy Lafleur sat down and players to ever don the Montreal Good food, meeting the “three mus(George recently started using a walker). chatted with the ‘boys’.
Canadiens jersey. Having played for keteers of Hockey Hall of Fame,”
Well, he gets to their table and
A bit of interesting background the Habs for 17 years, the 6’4’’ de- and great friends, made for a day
after a couple of minutes the three about the three Hockey Hall of fenseman helped lead his team to six to remember.

Photo: Courtesy Lisa Byer De Wever

Four cultures of youth connect, break down stereotypes

Four communities with questions and minds open to discovery showed the power of listening to and learning from each other last week.

Daniel J. Rowe
Courtesy The Eastern Door
Two days before Canada 150
celebrations and accompanying
protests dotted the country, Kahnawake was host to a celebration,
one of sharing and learning.
“Origins” was a gathering of 48
youth and leaders from the Muslim
Community Centre, Dorshei Emet
Jewish Centre, the Montreal United
Church and A:se Tahonatehiaróntie
youth group from Kahnawake, who
met in the community June 29 to
share and learn about one another.
“That’s why we timed it this way,”
said Kahnawake United Church

minister Lisa Byer-de Wever, who
wanted to open a dialogue about
the realities facing Kahnawake and
other communities. The groups met
at the Kanienkehá:ka Onkwawén:na
Raotitióhkwa Language and Cultural
Center to share stories, and ask each
other questions.
“It was so amazing, and they’re so
excited to do it again,” Wever said.
As hosts, Kahnawake’s youth were
able to answer questions about the
community.
“It was really interesting because they asked a lot of questions
that I thought I wouldn’t get,” said
15-year-old Karennahen:te Mara

Horn. “They still thought we lived
in ribbon clothes (North American
Native ceremonial costume) and
didn’t leave town.”
Wever was inspired by the way the
youth responded to the issues raised.
“What’s really amazing is that the
kids are questioning the information
they’re getting,” she said, recalling a
13-year-old Muslim boy, who came
to the community and shared a story
of how he challenged a teacher who
suggested a stereotypical idea of the
Onkwehón:we way of life. Many said
the experience was positive.
“I got to learn about them and
they got to learn about my culture,”
theseniortimes.com

said Horn. “They got a better understanding and not just what they
learned in history class.”
Leaders Karina Peterson and Adrienne Zachary hope when Kahnawake visits the Muslim community
in August, the reverse of last week’s
experience will happen.
“When they came here they got to
ask the questions that they had been
thinking about,” said Zachary. “I’m
hoping what they get from the other
groups is the same thing: to really
understand their culture.
Condensed from the original that can
be viewed at easterndoor.com.
danielr@easterndoor.com
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Ode on retirement: A valediction allowing mourning*
Barbara Moser

I have done that which I thought I
would never do — I have retired.
Not from The Senior Times or
from my pursuit of changing the
world one child at a time, at least in
Ecuador, but rather from teaching
literature at Dawson College, which
has been my career and calling for
the past 25 years.
I was hired first as a business-writing teacher (then The Senior Times
was my main job and journalism
wasn’t yet a Profile at Dawson) perhaps because my Aunt Beryl Moser
was a librarian there and the Chairperson of the English Department
knew her.
As I was walking down the steps
on Sherbrooke St. after we had met
to discuss the course I would be
teaching, Elaine Bander, then the
English Chairperson — called out,
“Can you teach poetry?”
“Yes” I responded, elated but
worried. I had never taught poetry
before. My thesis was on a Canadian novelist, Henry Kreisel, and a
central theme was the juxtaposition
of the Holocaust and the wasteland
that was Alberta, during the 40s.

Poetry, no. Nevertheless I had
taken a couple of courses in Israel
when I began my Masters Degree, at
least Yeats and Eliot.
Overjoyed, I would finally be
teaching literature, reflecting my
years of study and training.
I chose a poetry anthology recommended by a friend who had been
my professor during the beginning
of my MA in Haifa, Israel.
I began to engage with the likes of
William Wordsworth, John Keats,
John Donne, Sylvia Plath, Marge
Piercy, Anne Sexton, Andrew Marvel, Robert Frost, and to learn and
love the complexity of their art.
For 20 years, first as a Cont. Ed.
Teacher in the evenings (far too
many years) and then finally as a full
fledged “day” teacher, I would walk
into classrooms full of eager and notso-eager students (I loved the firstterm students best, fresh out of high
school) ready to transfer my love of
these poets to these young, developing minds and hearts, to show them
how relevant John Donne’s Valediction Forebidding Mourning or
John Keats’s Ode on a Grecian Urn
could be, how to dive into the pool
of azure waters that was the poem

Enhancing the lives of everyone touched by
Alzheimer’s and related dementias

Are you caring for a loved one
with Alzheimer’s or dementia?

You’re not alone – We’re here to help!
Contact AGI
514.485.7233 | info@agiteam.org | www.agiteam.org
Helpline – Counselling – Support groups – Respite – Education
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and swim around in it. Oh, yes, too
often we would have the tired argument of “Miss, why can’t I interpret
the poem the way I want” with me,
the “dictator” answering that poems
are not meant to be interpreted but
felt, and once you feel them, you
understand their meaning.
So it is with Hope, by Ariel Dorfman, which I recommend you read.
It almost breaks my heart every time
I read it to a class of students. At the
end, I always asked “How does the
poem make you feel?” What is universal about this experience?

I loved the first-term
students best, fresh
out of high school.
And yes, poetry was not what I was
known for at Dawson. I excelled at
a course no one knew how to teach,
at least in the beginning, a course in
writing and reading “practical” English in the programs, mainly I suppose because I was used to that kind
of writing in my other life outside
Academia. And I did teach a lot of
short stories and even some novels.
But poetry always was my favourite.
I love the ballad, the oldest and
perhaps less-appreciated of all the
forms and I loved teaching them,
both anonymous and modern,
especially The Ballad of Rudoph
Reed and The Ballad of Birmingham,
ballads of the Civil Rights Movements. Look up Ballad of Birmingham and the University of Tennessee
and you will find the ballad put to
music by students at this school,
unbearably sad and moving.
My students, whether they were
in first or second year, would write
their own ballads, some of them, on
personal experiences or “ordinary”
ancestors who achieved extraordinary feats in difficult times.
In my class on Holocaust poetry,
I subjected the students, sitting on
the floor, crowded together, to hundreds of images of the Holocaust on
a video screen and passed out poems
and texts, asking them to read them
aloud and then write their own
Holocaust poem or make a visual
representation of one they had read
that day. Not all the students reacted
well to that class, but enough did.
This is what I will miss most about
retirement. This is why I am conflicted. I am not retiring from a 9 to 5
desk job, not that they are unstimulating, but this job was the most rewarding, most challenging of my life so far.

People keep congratulating me on
retiring but I don’t feel like celebrating. Yes, it was the right time because it was getting hard to hear the
girls in the middle range who spoke
with their heads down, and harder
to hear about the plights of students
who couldn’t afford to go to school,
even though it was ostensibly free,
whose fathers or mothers were very
ill or unable to care for their families,
the non-English speakers who had
taken the poetry class because they
wouldn’t have to read that much,
the students who cut themselves, or
wrote ballads about a suicide they
had tried to commit.
The conversation with the boy who,
in his ballad, wrote about how his
mother walked in and saved him —
the best ballad a student wrote for my
class. He read it to the class. Both versions. The one where he is saved and
the one where he is not. And the students were silent and then applauded.
Yes, there were moments like this
at Dawson College, moments of understanding and bonding, like the
ones after the Dawson shooting.
Nobody likes it when we call it a
shooting but nobody likes it when
we call it a tragedy either. But it
was our tragedy and we will always
remember that day and Anastasia
DeSousa, the student who was
gunned down and never had the
chance to engage and learn and
laugh and cry with us.
So all these things I will miss and
this is why, when my friends and
colleagues smile and say, “Congratulations” and it was time for you, I
can’t quite smile back, not because I
haven’t got a rich and full life to live
from here on but because I will never
again experience teaching Donne or
Keats and that look of understanding on the face of a student who was
just turned on to poetry.
So I will not deny myself the “tearfloods and sigh tempests” that Donne
denied his wife on his departure, but
try to keep those many lines in my
mind and my heart, as I continue to
struggle with my decision to retire.
*Ode on a Grecian Urn by John
Keats and A Valediction Forbidding
Mourning by John Donne are two of
the poems I most enjoyed teaching
at Dawson.

Editor’s Note on our Chicago
article in June:
Thanks to Mary Jo Martens, we have
learned that the “El” (L) metro line
runs directly from O’Hare airport to
the Loop and the price is just an El
ticket, which costs $5.

Ah...

Carmel-by-the-Sea
Art is everywhere in this gorgeous little
California town — a sumptuous feast of
paintings, sculpture, crafts, or pastries that
adorn every window as you walk the four or
five streets off the ocean.
We were there for the day, Paola Martin, my
Cuban daughter, who recently immigrated to
Florida; Molly, my California daughter who lives
in Sunnyvale, near Google and Apple; and me,
visiting for the week.
We immersed ourselves in the many art
galleries, choosing our favourites should we
ever afford to become collectors and we availed
ourselves of the wonderful salads and sweets
along the main street.
I’ll let the pictures do the talking and include
some facts about Carmel.

Times and Places
Barbara Moser

Carmel-by-the-Sea stats

Location: Monterey County, California, Monterey
Peninsula, Pacific coast, about 330 miles (530 km)
north of Los Angeles and 120 miles (190 km)
south of San Francisco.
Population as of 2010: 3,722
Beginnings: Founded in 1902 and incorporated
in 1916. In 1906, the San Francisco Call devoted
a full page to the “artists, writers and poets at
Carmel-by-the-Sea” and in 1910 it reported
that 60 percent of Carmel’s houses were built
by citizens who were “devoting their lives to work
connected to the aesthetic arts.”
Early city councils were dominated by artists.
Several mayors were poets or actors including
Herbert Heron, founder of the Forest Theater, writer
and actor Perry Newberry, and actor-director
Clint Eastwood.
Dog-friendly: most restaurants, hotels and boutiques
allowing dogs.
Known for unusual laws: including a prohibition on
wearing high-heel shoes without a permit, enacted
to prevent lawsuits arising from tripping accidents
caused by irregular pavement.
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Enjoy

your retirement!

All across Quebec!
1 800 363-0663
residencessoleil.ca

Les Residences Soleil
Downtown Montreal,
panoramic view of Mtl:
505, Sherbrooke East St.
St-Leonard, panoramic view:
7650, Lespinay St.
St-Laurent, balconies with view:
115, Deguire Blvd.
Dollard-des-Ormeaux, West of
St-Jean Blvd.: 53, Hasting St.

•

evolving

•

Pointe-aux-Trembles,
at the foot of the River:
13 900, Notre-Dame East St.
Laval, panoramic view:
1455, l’Avenir Blvd.
Granby, on the shore of Lac Boivin:
235, Denison East St.
Sherbrooke, 245, Frontenac St.
& 1150, Quatre-Saisons St.

Visits
every day
from 9 am to 5 pm
week and week-ends,

with or without an appointment,
no commitment on your part.

• try it out! Whether it’s for a day, a week-end,
a week or a month !

Roles of our accommodation counsellors:
to advise and support you for free in your governmental procedures,
modulate your care and services «à la carte» according to your choices
and evolving needs, being available for you all year round and more...

We’re waiting
for you!

You have no means of transport?
With an appointment, we’ll be please to
come pick you up for a visit , free of charge!
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fulfilling

Your affordable

Sunny place
for as low as

$1,298*

a

ASSURANCE

•

Brossard (I et II), at the foot of the
River: 8080, St-Laurent Blvd.
Boucherville, a love story:
549, Verrazano St.
Sainte-Julie, view of the Mountain:
1975, Fer-à-Cheval Rd.
Mont St-Hilaire, in the heart of nature:
550, Sir-Wilfrid-Laurier Blvd.
Sorel, Carré Royal: 71, George St.

pa

Open house is extended!
a delightful meal
Come : •• enjoy
be a part of an activity, a party, an evening, etc.

SATISFACTION SOLEIL

affordable

1½ to 4 ½

safe

en ts

•

m
rte

familial

* Projected actual cost with maximal tax
credit for home-support services for seniors
70 years old and over. 01/2017

Including:
• 3 meals per day
• Staple home appliances
• Linen services
• Housekeeping services
• Security 24/7
• All the leisures, activities and
amenities of the residence.
Maintaining your entire freedom.

